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New rights deals are negotiated every day. To keep abreast of these developments, we recommend that you contact the publisher.  
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 Les Liens artificiels

ARTIFICIAL 
BONDS
Julien Libérat is a frustrated young piano teacher, a bit of 
a loser, bogged down in his bland daily routine. Since the 
outbreak of the Covid crisis, he can feel himself slipping 
away from reality, little by little, letting himself sink into the 
addiction to screens… Until he discovers the “Antiworld”, 
a gateway to a fabulous virtual destiny.

9782226475053 | 336 pages | 14 x 20.5 cm | 19.90 €

Literature and Fiction

Nathan Devers

“A psychological and 
philosophical novel about 
digital alienation.”

www.albin-michel.fr
Solène Chabanais : solene.chabanais@albin-michel.fr

Founded in 1900, Editions Albin Michel 
is one of the rare French publishing 
houses that is still independent and 
one of the top ten players in the French 
publishing market. Over the years, 
Editions Albin Michel has grown into 
the third publishing group in France, 
with 450 employees on the payroll. 
Today, the catalogue boasts 6,000 titles 
with 500 new works added yearly.  
Each September sees a host  
of new books: first novels and works  
by well-known authors.
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 La Traversée des Temps : Soleil Sombre

THE TIME 
TRAVELER
DARK SUN
Noam, in the times of the Pharaohs, discovers a breath-
taking civilization that tells its story on rolls of papyrus, 
mummifies its dead, builds temples and pyramids to reach 
the sky, venerates a profusion of invisible Gods, and invents 
an afterlife and an eternal life for its deceased.

9782226467447 | 576 pages | 15 x 22 cm | 22.90 €

 Homo Numericus :  
La "civilisation qui vient"

HOMO 
NUMERICUS
THE “COMING CIVILIZATION"
Homo numericus is here: he is irrational and impulsive, 
with a host of addictive behaviors. Can we avoid this new 
civilization? In any case, we must rise to this challenge as 
soon as possible. And rethink a desirable society, deploying 
the means that the society we wish to abandon has given 
us. This responsibility falls on each and every one of us… 
and it is extremely stimulating!

9782226476395 | 240 pages | 14.5 x 22.5 cm | 20.90 €

Literature and Fiction

Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt

"After the international 
success of Paradis Perdus 
and La Porte du ciel, this third 
tome takes us to the heart  
of Ancient Egypt."

Humanities and Non Fiction

Daniel Cohen

“A lucid panorama  
of Homo numericus and 
the consequences  
on our lives.”
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